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About This Game

Lost Items, find your items or be stuck !

Lost Items is a simple game in which you must find many items and put them into a box. But be careful ! You're stuck in a
strange maze, it changes randomly and there are some ghosts who wants to steal the items on the ground... Fortunately, the maze

changes so you can still go to every item.

You have many ways to reach your objective. Whether you can use the default character for an increased difficulty or you can
also try another character to get useful powers such as infrared sights to find the box easily or even the items ! One of them

allows you to jump over the walls, but you can't abuse it, you must let your character take his breath back before jumping again.

Even though the ghosts aren't dangerous for you, they can easily get very boring. When, during their walk, they find an item on
the ground, they can take it and move it far away. It just depends on their mood, so be sure to take the items before they find

them.

The more you carry items, the slower you are. But at some point, taking items will make ghosts disappear. There is always twice
as many items as ghosts. And because they are nice, the ghosts never disappear without dropping the items they're carrying, if

they are.

The different difficulties are available so you can enjoy the game in different ways. There are 7 difficulties, from the 41x24
maze to the 141x120 one. And of course, the bigger the maze, the higher the number of items is.

List of available powers :
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The default character. She has no specific power.

The fast character. She walks faster and has more strength, so the items won't slow her as much as the other characters.

The Lynx. She sees further in the dark so she can find her path to the items and the box easily.

The jumper. She can jump over the walls once every 45 seconds. Of course, she can also jump over the items or over the
ground, but there is no point in doing that as you can drop the items if you feel like you're too slow.

The ghost hunter. Despite her name, she can't kill the ghosts. She can only see them with her infrared sight. A red ghost
doesn't carry anything and a green one carries an item.

The looter. She has an infrared sight allowing her to see the items near her.

The weak one. She can't do anything but finding the box when it is near her with her infrared sight.

List of difficulties :

Beginner : 41x24 maze, 20 items, 10 ghosts.

Easy : 51x36 maze, 40 items, 20 ghosts.

Normal : 65x40 maze, 65 items, 35 ghosts.

Hard : 81x56 maze, 100 items, 50 ghosts.

Insane : 101x70 maze, 175 items, 65 ghosts.

Legendary : 125x90 maze, 280 items, 80 ghosts.

Impossible : 141x120 maze, 420 items, 100 ghosts. Beat this mode and I give you a cookie ;)

As the game is still in development, there are probably many bugs and performances issues. If you see one of them, please tell
me ! I'll do what I can to fix that as fast as possible !
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